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FADE IN:

EXT. STREET - MORNING

From our NARRATOR’S POV we see an OUT of FOCUS view of a

lawn. This shot is a WORM’S EYE VIEW because the Narrator is

lying on the ground. The lawn has seen better

days--patches have been worn away from years of use.

Further off, there is graveyard. As the view slowly comes

into focus, the Narrator sits up. All shots are from his

POV. We hear the dialog that is taking place inside his

head, but we don’t see him.

NARRATOR

Oh man. My head is killing me. What

did I drink last night?

We see (from his POV) an empty street. As he turns his head

objects appear out of focus but they clear up faster than

the first view. There is no activity on this street. A few

buildings are boarded up. Most of the people left did not

bother boarding their stuff up. Our focus never stays on

anything long enough to read the signs. As the Narrator

stands, we hear what sounds like knuckles cracking.

NARRATOR

Oh sweet Jesus that hurts. I feel

like my joints are full of broken

glass. Where the hell am I?

We see the street as he walks. He moves slowly; if he moves

to fast it hurts.

NARRATOR

Where is my car? What did I do last

night?

He looks around quickly and the world swims out of focus--he

stumbles, but doesn’t fall.

NARRATOR

Ok. Balance and gravity are not on

my side right now. I’ll just keep

moving slowly towards - towards

what? I don’t know where I am.

Let’s think about this - I went out

to the pub last night...



2.

INT. NIGHT CLUB - NIGHT

Still from the Narrator’s POV. This is a neighborhood bar. A

small dance floor, a DJ and some lights. A nice sized CROWD

is enjoying itself. The Narrator is sitting at the bar with

TWO FRIENDS, both males. Over the dance music he shouts...

NARRATOR

I’m going out to my car for another

pack of smokes.

FRIEND #1

Those things will kill you.

NARRATOR

Right. So will drinking. I’ll be

right back.

FRIEND #1 tips his drink the Narrator.

INT. NIGHT CLUB DIFFERENT ANGLE

The Narrator walks through club. We see the camera move up

and down as he checks out WOMEN and their various body

parts. One WOMAN checks him out and winks.

NARRATOR

I’ll be back for you later.

The woman doesn’t hear him.

EXT. STREET: FURTHER ALONG - DAY

He has made some progress. He hears a DOG BARKING, but it is

too far off to tell what direction.

NARRATOR

I’ll call John. He’ll come pick me

up.

We can’t see it, but we hear him patting his pockets. His

hand come into focus briefly and there is some type of black

fluid on it--it looks like burnt oil. He rubs it on his

pants but we don’t see the results.

NARRATOR

Why does have to be so bright? He

sniffs the air.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

NARRATOR

That’s odd. I don’t remember the

last time I had a hang over like

this and was so hungry.

He sniffs the air again.

NARRATOR

What smells so good?

EXT. NIGHT CLUB PARKING LOT - NIGHT

The Narrator walks to his car in the parking lot, passing a

car with a MAN and WOMAN in it. He looks through the glass

and sees them making out.

NARRATOR

Sheesh dude, get a room.

The Narrator is at his car, not far from the couple making

out. He opens the door reaches in and pulls out his

cigarettes. From behind him, a car door opens and the MAN

gets out.

MAN FROM CAR

Goddamn it! What kind of sick bitch

are you--get out!

The WOMAN FROM THE CAR gets out. Her face is partially

covered by her long hair, but she has a model’s body

accented by the clubbing clothes she is wearing. As soon as

she is out of the car, the MAN gets back into the car,

starts it, and pulls out of the parking lot--his tires

squealing.

EXT. STREET: FURTHER ALONG - DAY

The screen is filled with what looks like Japanese or

Mandarin letters. As we pull back we are back to the

Narrator’s POV and he is reading a street directory.

NARRATOR

That doesn’t make any sense.

He turns (things go briefly out of focus then return fairly

quickly) and walks towards one of the stores. We see a

familiar logo (Starbucks) on a window, but the letters are a

script that makes it unreadable.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

NARRATOR

Ok, I know I didn’t leave the

country. At least I don’t think I

did. Man, I hope I had a good

time--

He turns quickly.

NARRATOR (CONT’D)

MMM--what is that wonderful smell?

He begins walking in the direction he turned, and

presumably, the direction of the smell.

NARRATOR

It smells like a rare steak cooking

on a grill. Mmmm--onions,

mushrooms--I’m actually drooling.

He starts looking around while continuing his forward

motion.

EXT. NIGHT CLUB PARKING LOT - NIGHT

The WOMAN FROM THE CAR starts walking away. Her head is down

and she is staggering across the lot. From the Narrator’s

POV we see her bump into one of those cement barriers

between parking spots. She almost falls, but catches herself

quite ungracefully and continues walking. She gets to her

car and looks in bag for her keys.

NARRATOR

Oh no. That is not a good idea.

(YELLING TO THE WOMAN)

HEY! Hey you!

He runs towards her.

NARRATOR

Hey, hot-chick. Wait a second.

The woman, HOT CHICK, stops and slowly turns towards him. We

still cannot see her face, but she looks even better close

up than she did from far away.

NARRATOR

Hey honey, I don’t think you should

drive.

HOT CHICK

(Mumbles something)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

We see the back of the Narrator’s hands as he puts them up

in front of him, palms facing Hot Chick.

NARRATOR

No funny business. I’ll call you a

cab and make sure you get home

safe. Ok?

HOT CHICK

(Mumbles something and sounds

as if she is in distress.)

NARRATOR

Did that guy--hurt you?

The Narrator’s hand gently reaches towards her face. Just as

his hand touches her face we cut to:

EXT. STREET - CORNER

NADINE

Screams

IN TIGHT ON NADINE’S FACE.

The Narrator, who wasn’t watching where he was walking,

crashed into a woman with a baby carriage.

NARRATOR

(Still internal dialog)

What the--oh sorry. I didn’t see...

Nadine is terrified. She pulls the carriage away and starts

running back in the direction she had came from.

NADINE

Stay away from us! You get away

from us!

NARRATOR

Lady, clam down. I’m sorry. Oh my

head. Please don’t scream.

The Narrator looks down and sees that Nadine or the baby

dropped one of the baby’s bottles.

NARRATOR

Hey, hey--you dropped this--

From somewhere behind the Narrator is a low groaning

sound--a frightening sound.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

NARRATOR

(Internal dialog)

What, whose back there?

The Narrator spins around and the world goes out of focus

again. He stumbles and almost falls.

NARRATOR

That’s it, I am never drinking that

much again. It must have been the

Tequila. I always say; white guys

and straight Tequila don’t mix. I

should take my own advice.

EXT. STREET - THE WAY NADINE WENT - DAY

NARRATOR

There is that wonderful smell

again. It’s coming from this way.

EXT. STREET - ANOTHER BLOCK - DAY

The Narrator sees three people JIM, BILL, and Nadine,

standing midway between him and the other corner. Nadine

sees the Narrator and points at him and begins to scream.

Nadine steps behind Jim and we see that Jim and Bill both

have guns. Bill raises his gun first.

NARRATOR

Wait, I just bumped into her. Look,

I brought your--

As the Narrator’s hand that is holding the bottle comes into

frame we see his skin color is sickly green. He stops

speaking and turns his and to look at it more closely and

see that--

EXT. NIGHT CLUB PARKING LOT - NIGHT

As the Narrator’s hand gets closer to Hot Chick’s face she

moves her head towards his hand faster than a drunken woman

should be able to move. In one bite, she takes out a chunk

of his hand.

NARRATOR

Jesus Christ lady, you friggen’ bit

me.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

For the first time we see Hot Chick’s face. If she was

pretty, she isn’t any more. Her skin is an ashen white; her

eyes are black and devoid of any whites. Hot Chick’s chin is

covered in blood and her mouth is drawn back into an evil

grin. Hot Chick is a zombie.

She snaps at the Narrator again and he pushes her back. He

runs from her.

EXT. STREET - ANOTHER BLOCK - DAY

--A CHUNK OF HIS HAND IS MISSING. JIMMY RAISES HIS GUN.

NARRATOR

(Internal Dialog) No wait, you

don’t understand.

The Narrator turns so he does not see the flash of the gun,

but he does her the sound. Cut to black.

FADE IN

EXT. STREET - SAME BLOCK A FEW MINUTES LATER - DAY

Nadine, Billy and Jimmy look down at the Narrator’s body.

AS THE CAMERA PANS AROUND WE SEE THAT THE WORDS ON THE

BUILDINGS ARE INDEED WRITTEN IN REGULAR ENGLISH FONTS AND

WORDS.

In our first real look at the Narrator we discover he has

been turned into a zombie.

NADINE

Yep. That’s the one who tried to

get me. Nice shot, Billy.

BILLY

Hit ’em in the head--that’s what

they said on the television. Takes

them out quick. Right Jimmy?

JIMMY

You’re right Billy. One shot, one

kill. This one seemed different

though.

BILLY

How’s that?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

JIMMY

It seemed like he was trying to

tell us something. Like he knew

what we were about to do to him.

BILLY

You’re talking crazy Jimmy. These

things are just rotting bags of

meat--they don’t think, or feel.

They just want to eat. Let’s toss

him on the pile with the others.

Billy and Jimmy life the Narrator’s body and put on top of a

zombie pile. We briefly see Hot Chick and Man From the Car

are also in the pile. After the Narrator is placed on the

pile, Billy and Jimmy pour kerosene on the zombie pile as

the camera starts to pull back.

BILLY

Well folks, I think it’s bon-fire

time.

Billy lights a match and throws it at the pile as we

FADE TO BLACK

We hear the fire ignite as the credits roll.


